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Convincing in Every Regard. 
fina flex – universal perfection.
 
each seminar and conference calls for its very own seating arrangement. the time- 
lessly beautiful series fina flex offers a great variety of table configurations and  
thus always the right solution. For this, frames and table tops can quickly and easily  
be combined and rearranged, depending on the respective design concept and  
the amount of space needed. all the while, the clear, reduced design guarantees  
that fina flex stays a visual entity at all times.



two table tops, one leg: the connecting element of one table leg takes both tops, 
solidly locking each with the other. when locked, the fingers of the connective 
elements hook into the metal plates set into the table tops. thanks to the patented 
mechanism, two table tops may be connected or separated without any tools.
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Optional modesty  
panel: the panels  
(height 40 cm)  
are mounted and  
locked shock- 
proof in an instant,  
without having  
to use any tools.  
The surfaces can  
be selected to  
match the table  
tops.
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Cable lids and ducts 
make electrification
practically invisible.

Vertical cable duct: 
magnetic aluminium 
profiles guide the 
cables along the 
table leg.

Horizontal cable duct: 
cable channels mounted 
underneath the table  
top will accomodate 
even larger cable 
amounts. They can be 
taken off or folded in 
without any tools. 

Transport and  
storage trolleys for 
legs, table tops  
and cable ducts 
facilitate and speed 
up rearranging the 
tables and getting 
them ready for 
storage.

Thanks to bevelled 
CRKL edges, the 
lightweight table 
top appears to be 
even more delicate.

Open to all sides: 
thanks to the 
innovative cable 
lid, cables can be 
guided outwards 
to both sides.



Variety is the Watchword. 
fina flex makes everything possible.
 
the modular and comprehensive system allows to design a great 
variety of table configurations – regardless of the number of 
participants and the size of the room. For that, the system offers  
a comprehensive variety of table tops featuring different edge  
variants in different shapes and sizes. But regardless of the respect- 
ive configuration – fina flex always stays light and elegant.
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fina conference

Where People Like to Meet. 
fina conference has a new  
stand-up table.
 
this high-quality stand-up table is the logical extension to the many 
possibilities offered by the fina conference table programme. it offers 
an ideal spot to hold short meetings while standing. this fosters 
communication at work while improving workplace ergonomics at 
the same time. thanks to a choice of several frames, table tops or 
special formats, this stand-up table is always ready to give the right 
answer to the most diverse spatial requirements. with fina confe-
rence, it goes without saying that there are optimum ways for media 
integration already in place. as a complement to this table, there are 
the bar stools, or – for top seating comfort – matching fina bar stools 
with their ergonomically shaped wooden seat shell mounted onto  
a stable 4-legged steel tube frame.



The Exclusive Alternative. 
finasoft cantilever chair with wide 
arm-rests.
 
the wide, very comfortable and representative arm-rest with its 
elliptic section makes this high-quality conference chair stand out 
among its peers, the various finasoft cantilever chairs. the chromed 
arm-rest end cap lends the perfect finishing touch to this elegant 
chair, upholstered with premium leather.


